In this paper, we experimentally evaluated the effect of outlier detection methods to improve the prediction performance of fault-proneness models. Detected outliers were removed from a fit dataset before building a model. 0.17 at maximum and 0.10 at mean) while improvements by LOFM were relatively small (-0.01 at minimum, 0.04 at maximum and 0.01 at mean).
Introduction
Various fault-prone detection models (fault-proneness models) have been used to identify modules that may need rework and/or comprehensive testing [2] . These models are constructed from a fit dataset consisting of module metrics (SLOC, cyclomatic number, etc.) as predictor variables and a module status (faulty or not faulty) as an objective variable.
This paper focuses on the problem of "noisy" modules, e.g., very large and complex but having no fault, which generally exist in the fit dataset [5] . Since such noisy data points often degrade the performance of a constructed model, it is desirable to construct the model after removing the noise from the fit dataset. To identify the noise in a dataset, various outlier detection methods have been proposed in a wide variety of research areas (e.g., knowledge discovery [6] ). However, to our knowledge, no study has reported which outlier detection method is the most appropriate for fault-proneness models. This paper experimentally evaluates the effects of three outlier detection methods (MOA, LOFM and RBM) each applied to three well-known faultproneness models (LDA, LRA and CT). In the experiment, we used a module dataset from NASA IV&V Facility Metrics Data Program (MDP) [7] .
Outlier Detection Method

Mahalanobis Outlier Analysis
Mahalanobis outlier analysis (MOA) is a distance-based approach, which uses Mahalanobis distance as "outlying degree" of each data point [4] . Mahalanobis distance is computed on the basis of the variance of data points. It describes the distance between each data point and the center of mass. When one data point is on the center of mass, its Mahalanobis distance is 0, and when one data point is distant from the center of mass, its Mahalanobis distance is more than 0. Therefore, data points far away from the center of mass are considered outliers. We apply MOA to each group of modules (fault-prone (fp) and not fault-prone (nfp)).
Local Outlier Factor Method
Local outlier factor (LOF) was also proposed to quantitatively measure the outlying degree of data points [1] . LOF is measured based on the density with k-nearest neighbors. Figure 2 .2 shows an example of LOF. Each vertical bar indicates the LOF of a data point that has two metrics (x-axis and y-axis). When a data point (α in the figure) keeps a certain distance from k-nearest neighbors, its LOF becomes 1. On the other hand, when a data point (β in the figure) takes varied distances from k-nearest neighbors, its LOF becomes greater than 1. Therefore, data points isolated from k-nearest neighbors are treated as outliers. As with MOA, we apply LOF method (LOFM) to each group of modules (fp and nfp).
Rule Based Modeling
Rule based modeling (RBM) was proposed to improve the performance of fault-proneness models [5] . This ap- proach can be applied to two group classification problems. First, for all j, a threshold to divide j th predictor variable (c j ) into two groups is determined by using Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test based on the percentage of fp modules and nfp modules. Second, Boolean rules are constructed to divide the high dimensional space of predictor variables into many groups, each assigned to either of two classes (fp or nfp). For example, assuming two predictor variables (x 1 , x 2 ), rules would be {(
and so on. Finally, modules that do not follow the rules, e.g., a fp module that satisfies the antecedent part of a rule
⇒ nfp}, are removed as outliers. As a result, RBM separates completely fp modules from nfp modules in each separated group.
Experiment
Overview
In the experiment, we applied each of three outlier detection methods to a fit dataset (fit). Then we built faultproneness models by using a fit that has no outliers, and evaluated the prediction performance of the models by using test dataset (test).
We experimentally determined a threshold of MOA and LOFM using only fit in advance. Note that the threshold was determined for each combination of two outlier detection methods (MOA and LOFM) and three fault-proneness models. The value k of the k-nearest neighbor used by LOFM was determined according to Breunig's determination method [1] , and was set to 30 to 50.
As evaluation criteria, we used recall, precision and F1-value [3] . F1-value is the harmonic average of precision and recall.
Dataset
In the experiment, we used a module dataset called KC1, from NASA IV&V Facility Metrics Data Program [7] . It contained 2107 modules, and each module had 20 kinds of source code metrics and the number of faults detected via IV&V. The percentage of fp modules was about 15% of all modules. For the construction of fault-proneness models, 20 metrics were used as predictor variables and the existence of fault (no fault or more than one fault) was used as an objective variable. We randomly divided the dataset into two equally sized datasets. One of the dataset is used as fit and the other is used as test.
Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure is as follows.
Step 1. Divide the dataset into fit and test randomly.
Step 2. Apply an outlier detection method to fit and remove outliers. The resultant dataset is fit'.
Step 3. Construct a fault-proneness model by using fit'.
Step 4. Evaluate the fault-proneness model using test.
Step 5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 ten times and evaluate the average prediction performance.
Step 6. To conduct an "unprocessed experiment" that is not applied outlier detection method, repeat steps 1 to 5, omitting step 2. Table 1 shows the average prediction performance of each combination. Bold letters in a cell indicate improvements of performance compared with unprocessed experiment. As shown in Table 1 , MOA improved F1-values of all models (0.04 at minimum, 0.17 at maximum and 0.10 at mean). Similarly, RBM improved F1-values of all models (0.04 at minimum, 0.16 at maximum and 0.10 at mean). On the other hand, improvements by LOFM were relatively small (-0.01 at minimum, 0.04 at maximum and 0.01 at mean). Table 2 shows the percentage of removed modules of each combination. As shown in Table 1 , LOFM removed too many modules (55.5% on average) while MOA and RBM did not (around 30%). Figure 2 shows a histogram of the number of modules removed by each outlier detection method (in the case of LDA). The x-axis shows SLOC, which had the strongest correlation with the fp or nfp. The y-axis shows the number of removed modules. The white bar indicates nfp modules and the gray indicates fp modules. Since we are focusing on the nfp modules, we note that LOFM removed many very small (SLOCs are nearly zero) nfp modules, while other methods did not. It is possible that LOFM could not improve the prediction performance because it removed very small modules having no fault as outliers, which are generally not outliers.
Result and Discussion
Conclusion
In this paper, we experimentally evaluated the effect of outlier detection methods to improve the prediction performance of fault-proneness models. The result showed that MOA and RBM improved F1-values of all models (0.04 at minimum, 0.17 at maximum and 0.10 at mean) while improvements by LOFM were relatively small (-0.01 at minimum, 0.04 at maximum and 0.01 at mean).
The limitation of this paper is that we used only one dataset. Our future work will be to use other datasets to increase the validity of the results.
